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Abstract
Bayesian methods are attractive and often optimal, yet nowadays pressure for fast com-
putations, especially with streaming data and online learning, brings renewed interest in
faster, although possibly sub-optimal, solutions. To what extent these algorithms may
approximate a Bayesian solution is a problem of interest, not always solved. On this back-
ground, in this paper we revisit a sequential procedure proposed by Smith and Makov [1978]
for unsupervised learning and classification in finite mixtures, and developed by M. Newton
et al. (Newton and Zhang [1999]), for nonparametric mixtures. Newton’s algorithm is sim-
ple and fast, and theoretically intriguing. Although originally proposed as an approximation
of the Bayesian solution, its quasi-Bayes properties remain unclear. We propose a novel
methodological approach. We regard the algorithm as a probabilistic learning rule, that
implicitly defines an underlying probabilistic model; and we find this model. We can then
prove that it is, asymptotically, a Bayesian, exchangeable mixture model. Moreover, while
the algorithm only offers a point estimate, our approach allows us to obtain an asymptotic
posterior distribution and asymptotic credible intervals for the mixing distribution. Our
results also provide practical hints for tuning the algorithm and obtaining desirable prop-
erties, as we illustrate in a simulation study. Beyond mixture models, our study suggests
a theoretical framework that may be of interest for recursive quasi-Bayes methods in other
settings.
Keywords. Asymptotic exchangeability. Bayesian nonparametrics. Conditionally identically
distributed sequences. Dirichlet process. Predictive distributions. Recursive learning.
1 Introduction
Bayesian methods have always been attractive, for their internal coherence, their rigorous way of
quantifying uncertainty through probability, their optimal properties in many problems. Ana-
lytic difficulties have been overcome by efficient computational methods and Bayesian procedures
are nowadays widely and successfully used in many fields. However, fast computations remain
a challenge, that hampers an even wider application of Bayesian methods among practitioners;
the more so with streaming data and online learning, where inference and prediction have to
be continuously updated as new data become available. In the modern trade off between infor-
mation and computational efficiency, slightly misspecified but computationally more tractable
methods receive renewed interest, as a reasonable compromise. Popular algorithms, such as
Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) and variational Bayes, arise as approximations of
an optimal Bayesian solution. Indeed, one could expect that a method which performs well is
at least approximately Bayes. For a Bayesian statistician, the capacity of a learning scheme to
be, at least approximately, a Bayesian learning scheme should be a minimal requirement for its
validation.
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This is the underlying theme of this paper, that we study and illustrate in a specific, im-
portant, case, namely sequential learning in mixture models. We revisit a recursive algorithm
initially proposed by Smith and Makov [1978] for unsupervised sequential learning and classifi-
cation in finite mixtures, and extended by M. Newton and collaborators (Newton et al. [1998],
Newton and Zhang [1999], Quintana and Newton [2000], Newton [2002]), to provide a recursive
fast approximation of the computationally expensive Bayesian estimate of the mixing density in
nonparametric mixture models. Recent interesting developments are in Hahn et al. [2018]. Con-
vergence results have validated these algorithms as consistent frequentist estimators (Newton
and Zhang [1999], Martin and Ghosh [2008], Ghosh and Tokdar [2006], Tokdar et al. [2009]).
However, to what extend they provide an approximation of a Bayesian procedure, as for the
original motivation, is not fully understood. In this paper we address this question, shedding
light on their quasi-Bayes properties. Beyond mixture models, we believe that our results may
offer a methodological viewpoint of interest for quasi-Bayes recursive computations in other
settings.
Let us start by reminding the motivating problem in Smith and Makov [1978], sequential un-
supervised learning and classification by mixtures. One wants to recursively classify observations
x1, x2, . . . in one of k populations (e.g., pattern types, or signal sources, etc.), with no feedback
about correctness of previous classifications. A finite mixture model for this task assumes
Xn | pi i.i.d∼
k∑
j=1
pij fj(x). (1)
Here the mixture components fj(·) are known (extensive studies may be available on the
specific components), but the mixing proportions pi = (pi1, . . . , pik) are unknown. The clas-
sical Bayesian solution assigns a Dirichlet prior distribution on the unknown proportions, pi ∼
Dir(α1, . . . , αk), and proceeds by Bayes rule. Learning is solved through the posterior distribu-
tion p(pi | x1, . . . , xn) and classification through the predictive probabilities that Xn+1 ∼ fj , j =
1, . . . ,K, given (x1, . . . , xn). Unfortunately, computations, especially sequential computations,
are involved.
The above model is a special case, with a discrete mixing distribution G˜ having atoms 1, . . . , k
and unknown masses pi1, . . . , pik, of a general mixture model
Xi | G˜ i.i.d∼ fG˜(x) =
∫
f(x | θ)dG˜(θ). (2)
Here, a problem of interest is recursive estimation of the mixing distribution G˜. The mixture
model (2) can be equivalently expressed in terms of a latent exchangeable sequence (θi), such that
the Xi are conditionally independent, given (θi), with Xi | θi ∼ f(x | θi), and the θi are a random
sample from G˜, that is, θi | G˜ i.i.d∼ G˜. Then, the Bayesian estimate of G˜ with respect to quadratic
loss, E(G˜(·) | x1, . . . , xn), coincides with the predictive distribution P (θn+1 ∈ · | x1, . . . , xn) of
θn+1 given the data. Thus, the problem can be rephrased as recursive prediction.
In a Bayesian nonparametric approach, a prior with large support is assigned on the random
mixing distribution G˜; typically, a Dirichlet process (DP), with parameters α and G0, G˜ ∼
DP(α,G0). DP mixtures have expanded in a floury of applications in many areas, and although
many extensions have been developed, they remain a basic reference in Bayesian nonparametrics.
Computational difficulties can be addressed by MCMC methods, or by variational Bayes or ABC
approximations. If the observations xi arrive sequentially, one may resort to sequential Monte
Carlo methods, sequential importance sampling (MacEachern et al. [1999]), or more recent
sequential variational Bayes methods (Lin [2013], Broderick et al. [2013]), or combination of
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them (Christian A. Naesseth et al. [2018]). Still, these methods have a computational cost (for
example, in the optimization steps), or only have a heuristic derivation; simple and fast recursive
algorithms remain attractive.
Motivated by computations in DP mixture models, M. Newton and collaborators (Newton
and Zhang [1999]; Newton et al. [1998], Quintana and Newton [2000], Newton [2002]) proposed
a simple recursive estimate for G˜, that starts at an initial guess G0 and for n ≥ 1 recursively
computes the estimate
Gn(A) = (1− αn)Gn−1(A) + αn
∫
A
f(xn | θn)dGn−1(θn)∫
Θ
f(xn | θn)dGn−1(θn) , (3)
where (αn) is a sequence of real numbers in (0, 1) and it is usually assumed that αn → 0 as
n → ∞, with ∑n αn = ∞ and ∑n α2n < ∞. A standard choice, in analogy with DP mixtures,
is αn = 1/(α + n) with α > 0. For finite mixtures, as in (1), the rule (3) corresponds to the
sequential procedure of Smith and Makov (1978).
Newton et al. [1998] propose the recursive rule (3) in applications to interval censored data
and mixtures of Markov chains, further developed and extended, together with theoretical prop-
erties, by Newton and Zhang [1999]. Theoretical properties have been studied from a frequen-
tist viewpoint: that is, regarding Gn as an estimator of the mixing distribution, under the
assumption that the data are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to a true
(identifiable) mixture model fGtrue . Smith and Makov [1978] prove frequentist consistency of
their recursive estimator, for finite mixtures, using stochastic approximation techniques. Martin
and Ghosh [2008] shed light on the connection with stochastic approximation, thus relating fre-
quentist consistency of the algorithm to the convergence properties of stochastic approximation
sequences. They prove consistency of Gn for a discrete Gtrue with known atoms, and extend to
the case of mixture kernels with an unknown common parameter. Ghosh and Tokdar [2006] and
Tokdar et al. [2009] prove frequentist weak consistency of the estimator (3), under conditions on
the mixture kernels, and give results on convergence in probability for a permutation-invariant
version of it.
Again, these results regard Newton’s algorithm (3) as a frequentist estimator. Its theoretical
properties as an approximation of the computationally expensive Bayesian solution remain quite
unsolved. One could argue that, when consistent, Newtons’ estimator will asymptotically agree,
almost surely with respect to the law of i.i.d. observations from a true FGtrue (F
∞
Gtrue
-a.s.),
with a consistent Bayesian estimator for G˜. But, also, with any other consistent estimator for
G˜; which flattens their different nature. These results are important, and Newton’s recursive
estimator has the advantage of being computationally faster than other consistent estimators
for the mixing distribution; but its Bayesian motivation is lost.
We take another, we believe more properly Bayesian, approach. Our starting point is that,
when using (3), a researcher is changing the learning rule on θn+1; therefore, implicitly, using
a probabilistic model that is different from the Bayesian exchangeable model (2). What is this
model? Is it quasi-Bayes? This remark potentially applies to other approximation algorithms
which, as well, more or less implicitly, use a probabilistic model different from the stated Bayesian
one.
To address these questions, we need to formalize a notion of a quasi-Bayes procedure. The
term quasi-Bayes is used under many meanings in the literature (see e.g. Li et al. [2018]).
We mutuate this term from Smith and Makov [1978], and formalize its meaning as follows.
Details are given in Section 3. Mixture models specify an exchangeable probability law for the
infinite sequence (Xn). A quasi-Bayes learning rule for mixtures should preserve this invariance
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property, at least asymptotically. This holds more generally, beyond mixture models. A first
requirement we ask for a probabilistic learning rule to be a quasi-Bayes approximation of a
Bayesian exchangeable learning rule is asymptotic exchangeability. Informally, the observations’
labels do not matter if we look at far enough pieces of the sequence (Xn). Yet, asymptotic
exchangeability is only a minimal property. A refinement refers to a specific exchangeable
law. Let P˜ be an exchangeable probability law for (Xn). We say that P is a quasi-Bayes
approximation of P˜ if it is asymptotically exchangeable, and the exchangeable limit sequence
has probability law P˜ .
On this basis, we address the following questions:
1. If a researcher uses the recursive procedure (3) as a probabilistic learning rule, that
is, she uses (3) as the predictive distribution for the latent parameter θn+1, given x1:n, what
probabilistic model is she implicitly assuming for the observable (Xn)? Is it an approximation,
at least asymptotically, of a Bayesian, exchangeable, mixture model?
We prove that the probabilistic model underlying the recursive rule (3) is indeed asymptoti-
cally exchangeable. More precisely, it implies that the sequence (Xn) is conditionally identically
distributed (c.i.d.) (Kallenberg [1988], Berti et al. [2004]); roughly speaking, for any n, future
observations Xn+k, k ≥ 1, are identically distributed, given X1:n. For stationary sequences, the
c.i.d. property is equivalent to exchangeability; in general, a c.i.d. sequence is not exchangeable,
but it is such asymptotically. This first result says that a researcher using (3) as the predictive
rule is implicitly assuming some form of non stationarity in the data, that tends to vanish in the
long run. A c.i.d. model could actually be the appropriate model in situations where exchange-
ability is broken by competition, selection or other forms of non stationarity, but the system
converges to a stationary, exchangeable steady state. If, instead, it is used as an approximation
of a honest exchangeable model, it guarantees the minimal property of being asymptotically ex-
changeable: (Xn+1, Xn+2, . . .) converge in distribution to an exchangeable sequence, say (Zn).
See Section 3.
Asymptotic exchangeability alone does not explicitly provide the statistical model of the
limit sequence (Zn); which is also, by the above result, the asymptotic statistical model for the
c.i.d. sequence (Xn). We thus refine the result by finding such model. Namely, we prove that
there exist a random distribution G, which is the almost sure weak limit of the sequence Gn,
such that the Zn are conditionally i.i.d. given G, according to a distribution FG with density
fG of the form (2). Therefore, so are the Xn, asymptotically; roughly speaking, Xi | G iid≈ FG
for n large, where
iid≈ means approximately i.i.d. In this sense, Newton’s recursive learning rule
arises from a quasi-Bayes mixture model.
These results shed light on an open question by Martin and Ghosh [2008]. Although Newton’s
recursive rule is motivated by computations in DP mixture models, they show two examples
where the Bayesian estimate of G with a DP prior and the recursive estimate Gn have differ-
ent performance. Thus, they pose an open question: If Newton’s recursive algorithm is not
an approximation of the DP prior Bayes estimate, for what prior does the recursive estimate
approximate the corresponding Bayes estimate? Our results explain the reason why the random
distribution G may have a probability law far apart from a DP. The recursive rule (3) underlies
a sequence (θn) which is not exchangeable; thus, there is no random mixing distribution G such
that θi | G i.i.d∼ G (one might rather think, in a state-space fashion, of a sequence of random dis-
tributions G˜n, such that θn | G˜n indep∼ G˜n; see Section 3). However, we show that such G exists
asymptotically, and θn | G iid≈ G for n large. The probability law of G (“the prior”) is implicitly
determined by the c.i.d. sequence (Xn), through its so-called directing random measure FG;
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and, if the mixture FG is identifiable, it is unique. (Notice that we are denoting with the same
symbol a distribution function (d.f.) and the corresponding measure). Results on the explicit
law of the directing random measure of c.i.d. sequences are known only in limited, simple cases.
We do obtain that the directing random measure for (Xn) is a mixture of the form FG, but
we do not have explicit results on the distribution of G. However, we can prove that, under
fairly mild conditions, the random distribution G is absolutely continuous, a.s.; thus, its law
is rather a smoothing of a Dirichlet process, the latter a.s. selecting discrete distributions. In
fact, Newton’s algorithm was originally given in terms of densities, assuming that the unknown
mixing distribution is absolutely continuous, with density g. Notice that, if G0 is absolutely
continuous with respect to a sigma-finite measure λ on Θ (denoted G0  λ), then also Gn  λ,
a.s., for every n ≥ 1, and its density gn satisfies the recursive equations
gn(θ) = (1− αn)gn−1(θ) + αn gn−1(θ)f(xn | θ)∫
f(xn | θ′)gn−1(θ′)dλ(θ′) . (4)
We have given Newton’s rule (3) for the distributions, as they are better defined objects when
we read the algorithm as a probabilistic learning rule.
2. The second main question we address is as follows. As an algorithm, Newton’s recursive
rule (3) only gives a point estimate of the mixing distribution G. Can one provide a more com-
plete description of the uncertainty? A Bayesian approach would fully describe the uncertainty
through the posterior distribution. Can one enrich Newton’s algorithm, by providing a posterior
distribution on G?
Our key to address this question is, again, to regard Newton’s rule (3) as a probabilistic
learning rule. We can then formally prove that Gn(·) = E(G(·) | x1, . . . , xn), thus, it is, indeed,
the point estimate of G under quadratic loss; moreover, although the prior distribution of G is
only implicitly defined, we can approximate the posterior distribution of G, that results from
such implicit prior. More specifically, we provide convergence rates and an asymptotic Gaussian
approximation of the finite dimensional conditional distribution P ([G(A1), . . . , G(Ak)] ∈ · |
x1, . . . , xn), for any fixed measurable sets A1, . . . , Ak, k ≥ 1. Thus, not only one has a quasi-
Bayes point estimate, but may provide asymptotic credible regions.
These results illuminate on the probabilistic model implied by Newton et al.’s recursive
rule. Interestingly, this understanding also gives new insights on the role of the weights αn
and of other main parameters of the model. As we illustrate in Section 5, it provides practical
advise about tuning the algorithm for obtaining desirable properties; notably, for attenuating
the effect of the lack of exchangeability on the estimates, a problem usually addressed, with
higher computational cost, by taking averages over permutations of the sample.
Section 2 recalls the basic structure of DP mixture models, and introduces our viewpoint
on Newton et al.’s recursive algorithm as a probabilistic learning rule. We prove its quasi-
Bayes properties in Section 3. Section 4 provides rates and asymptotic results, together with
asymptotic credible intervals. A simulation study for location mixtures of Gaussian distributions,
in Section 5, illustrates how the undesirable sensitivity of the estimates to the ordering of the
observation can be attenuated, by tuning the weights and the main parameters of the model.
All the proofs are collected in Section 6. Directions for developments are finally discussed.
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2 Dirichlet process mixtures and a new look at Newton’s
sequential procedure
We first recall the basic structure of Bayesian inference for DP mixture models, in order to
motivate in more details the recursive rule (3), and to introduce some further notation.
Again, the DP mixture model has a hierarchical formulation in terms of a latent exchangeable
sequence (θi)
Xi | θi indep∼ f(x | θi) (5)
θi | G˜ i.i.d∼ G˜,
G˜ ∼ DP(αG0),
where (5) is a short notation for Xn | X1, . . . , Xn−1, (θn) ∼ f(x | θn), for every n ≥ 1, and
f(· | θ) is a density with respect to a sigma-finite measure µ on the sample space X. Integrating
the θi out, one has the mixture model (2), with a DP prior on G˜. We denote by P˜ the probability
law on the process ((Xn, θn)) so defined. We assume that the Xi and the θi are, respectively,
random variables with values in X ⊆ Rd and Θ ⊆ Rp, equipped by their Borel sigma-fields B(X)
and B(Θ); but the results hold more generally, for Polish spaces. Throughout the paper, we refer
to conditional distributions as regular versions. We use the short notation X1:n = (X1, . . . , Xn),
and P (A | x1:n) for P (A | X1 = x1, . . . , Xn = xn). Unless explicitly stated, convergence of
distributions is in the topology of weak convergence. Weak convergence of Fn to F is denoted
by Fn ⇒ F .
Inference on G˜ in a DP mixture model moves from the conditional distribution
G˜ | θ1:n, x1:n ∼ DP(αG0 +
n∑
i=1
δθi),
to get the posterior distribution as a mixture of DPs
G˜ | x1:n ∼
∫
DP(αG0 +
n∑
i=1
δθi) dP˜ (θ1:n | x1:n). (6)
The Bayesian point estimate G˜
(Bayes)
n of G˜, with respect to quadratic loss, is the conditional
expectation of G˜, and coincides with the predictive distribution of θn+1, given X1:n. By the
Po´lya urn structure characterizing the Dirichlet process
P˜ (θn+1 ∈ · | θ1:n, x1:n) = αG0(·) +
∑n
i=1 δθi(·)
α+ n
, (7)
therefore
G˜(Bayes)n (·) = E(G˜(·) | x1:n) = P˜ (θn+1 ∈ · | x1:n)
=
αG0(·) +
∑n
i=1 P˜ (θi ∈ · | x1:n)
α+ n
(8)
=
α+ n− 1
α+ n
αG0(·) +
∑n−1
i=1 P˜ (θi ∈ · | x1:n)
α+ n− 1 +
1
α+ n
P˜G˜Bayesn−1
(θn ∈ · | xn),
where
P˜
G˜
(Bayes)
n−1
(θn ∈ A | xn) =
∫
A
f(xn | θ)dG˜(Bayes)n−1 (θ)∫
Θ
f(xn | θ)dG˜(Bayes)n−1 (θ)
. (9)
In the Bayesian estimate, as a new observation xn becomes available, the information on all
the past θi, i = 1, . . . , n− 1, is updated. This efficiently exploits the sample information, but is
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computationally expensive. Instead, Newton’s algorithm (3) does not update the estimate Gn−1,
and xn only enters in inference on θn, in an empirical Bayes flavor. The two estimates coincide
only for n = 1. However, even for n = 1, Newton’s rule makes a simplification of the posterior
distribution of G, replacing the mixture of Dirichlet processes
∫
DP(αG0 + δθ1)dP˜ (θ1 | x1), as
from (6), with a DP (αG0 + P˜ (θ1 | x1)). For n ≥ 1, Newton’s estimate loses in efficiency, not
fully exploiting the sample information, but, on the other hand, is very fast; if one evaluates (3)
on a grid of m points and calculates the integral that appears at the denominator using, say, a
trapezoid rule, then the computational complexity is mn.
2.1 Newton’s algorithm as a probabilistic learning rule
As underlined, in DP mixture models, the point estimate E(G˜ | x1:n) corresponds to the predic-
tive distribution of θn+1 | x1:n. Our point is that, similarly, Newton’s recursive rule should be
regarded as a probabilistic learning rule for model (5), that expresses a different, computationally
simpler, predictive distribution for the θn:
Xn | θn indep∼ f(x | θn)
θn+1 | x1:n ∼ Gn(·), n ≥ 1,
(10)
with θ1 ∼ G0 and Gn given by (3).
A known result in probability theory is that the predictive rule for a sequence of random
variables characterizes the probability law of the sequence (Ionescu-Tulcea Theorem). On this
basis, a researcher using the predictive rule (3) is implicitly using a different probabilistic model
for the sequence ((Xn, θn)), in place of the exchangeable mixture model (2). Our aim is to
make this model explicit. Such model may be of autonomous interest in some experimental
circumstances. When we regard Newton’s sequential procedure as a probabilistic learning rule,
it provides the formal framework for understanding its quasi-Bayes properties.
Let us denote by P a probability law on ((Xn, θn)) that is consistent with assumptions (10).
Newton’s recursive formulae can now be read as probabilistic implications, under the law P .
The estimate Gn can be written in a prediction-error correction form
Gn(·) = Gn−1(·) + αn[P (θn ∈ · | x1:n)− P (θn ∈ · | x1:n−1)],
where the correction term can now be interpreted as a difference between predictive distributions,
computed according to P . Moreover, we can appreciate the different information conveyed in
the predictive rule, with respect to DP mixtures. Simple computations show that one can write
Gn as
Gn(·) = αG0(·) +
∑n
k=1 γkP (θk ∈ · | x1:k)
α+
∑n
k=1 γk
, n ≥ 1, (11)
where P (θk ∈ · | x1:k) = PGk−1(· | xk); α > 0, γ1 = α1α/(1−α1) and γn = αn(α+
∑n−1
k=1 γk)/(1−
αn) for n ≥ 2. For αn = 1/(α+ n), one has γn = 1 for all n ≥ 1. In this case, one has a direct
comparison with the corresponding formula (8) for DP mixtures. The latter originates from the
Po´lya urn structure characterizing the Dirichlet process. This suggests that Newton’s recursions
are based on a different urn scheme, possibly urns of distributions; see Quintana and Newton
[2000].
A further, immediate implication of the assumptions (10) is that, under the law P , the
θi, and consequently the Xi, are no longer exchangeable. In fact, we show that Newton’s
model (10) replaces exchangeability with a weaker form of dependence; namely, with (Xn) being
a conditionally identically distributed sequence. This is an interesting stochastic dependence
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structure, noticed by Kallenberg [1988], and developed by Berti et al. [2004]. It implies that the
Xn are asymptotically exchangeable. Before proceeding, let us remind some basic definitions
and properties of c.i.d. sequences.
2.2 Conditionally identically distributed sequences
Kallenberg [1988] (Proposition 2.1) proves that a stationary sequences that satisfies
(X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+2)
d
= (X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1), n ≥ 1 (12)
is exchangeable. Clearly, the converse is true, thus condition (12) is equivalent to exchangeability
for stationary sequences. Notice that (12) implies that (X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+k)
d
= (X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1),
for any n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1; informally, for any n ≥ 1,
Xn+k | X1:n d= Xn+1 | X1:n, for any k ≥ 1,
where
d
= means equal in distribution. Berti et al. [2004] extend this notion and introduce the
term conditionally identically distributed sequences with respect to a filtration.
Definition 2.1 Let F = (Fn)n≥1 be a filtration. A sequence of random variables (Xn) is
conditionally identically distributed with respect to the filtration F (F-c.i.d.) if it is adapted to
F and, a.s.,
E[h(Xn+k) | Fn] = E[h(Xn+1) | Fn],
for all k ≥ 1, n ≥ 0 and all bounded measurable functions h : X→ R
Less formally, a sequence (Xn) adapted to F is F-c.i.d. if the Xi are identically distributed
and Xn+k | Fn d= Xn+1 | Fn, k ≥ 1, n ≥ 1. When F is the natural filtration of (Xn), the
sequence is said to be c.i.d. An F-c.i.d. sequence is also c.i.d. C.i.d. sequences preserve main
properties of exchangeable sequences. In particular, as for exchangeable sequences, the sequence
of the empirical distributions and the sequence of the predictive distributions converge a.s., to
the same random distribution, F say. If (Xn) is c.i.d. with probability law P , then
Fˆn ≡
∑n
i=1 δXi
n
⇒ F and Pn ≡ P (Xn+1 ∈ · | X1:n)⇒ F, P -a.s.. (13)
For exchangeable sequences, the limit F is called the directing random measure (the statistical
model, in Bayesian inference) and the probability law of F is the de Finetti measure (the
prior distribution). The limit F in (13) is referred as the directing random measure for c.i.d.
sequences, too.
An exchangeable sequence is clearly c.i.d., but the reverse is not generally true. However,
c.i.d. sequences are asymptotically exchangeable.
Definition 2.2 A sequence of random variables (Xn) is asymptotically exchangeable, with di-
recting measure F , if
(Xn+1, Xn+2, . . .)
d→ (Z1, Z2, . . .)
for an exchangeable sequence (Zn), with directing random measure F .
For a sequence (Xn), convergence of the predictive distributions to a random probability
measure, µ say, implies that the sequence is asymtotically exchangeable, with directing random
measure µ (Aldous [1985] Lemma 8.2). Thus, by (13), a c.i.d. sequence (Xn) is asymptotically
exchangeable, with directing random measure F . Informally, Xn | F ind≈ F , for large n.
Fundamental results and limit theorems for F-c.i.d. sequences are given by Berti et al.
[2004]. Applications in Bayesian nonparametric inference include Bassetti et al. [2010] and the
c.i.d. hierarchical model proposed by Airoldi et al. [2014].
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3 Quasi-Bayes properties of Newton’s model
Newton’s model (10) does not fully specify the probability law of the process ((Xn, θn)), as it
only assigns the predictive distribution of θn+1 conditionally on the observable X1:n, while not
enough restrictions are made on the conditional distribution of θn+1 given X1:n and θ1:n. Still,
model (10) has interesting implications, that we study in this section. Clearly, an obvious way
to obtain a full specification is to additionally assume that θn+1 is conditionally independent on
θ1:n, given X1:n. This stronger assumption might be motivated by the non-stationary nature of
the sequence (θn) in (10), and would considerably simplify the analysis; yet, it is not necessary,
and our results are developed under the only assumptions (10).
The first remark is that Newton’s model (10) implies that the (Xn) are no longer exchange-
able. We will show that (Xn) is c.i.d. In some applications, exchangeability may actually be
broken by forms of non-stationarity, and a c.i.d. model may offer a sensible description of the
phenomena.
Example. As a simple example, suppose that data are observed over time, after an inter-
vention that affects the population under investigation, but whose effect is ‘unpredictable’ and
tends to vanish. One still assumes that Xn | θn i.i.d∼ f(xn | θn), but a disequilibrium is in-
troduced, so that the sequence (θn) is no longer exchangeable. One may rather envisage, in a
state-space fashion, a sequence of random distributions, (G˜n) say, such that θn | G˜n indep∼ G˜n.
Unpredictability of the dynamics may be expressed by further assuming that, for any n ≥ 1,
the conditional law of the new random distribution G˜n, given θ1:n−1, x1:n−1, only depends on
x1:n−1 and is Dirichlet process, centered on the current estimate Gn−1
G˜n | X1:n−1, θ1:n−1 ∼ DP((α+ n− 1)Gn−1). (14)
Then, as xn becomes available, Newton’s one-step-ahead update (3) is exact, that is, it is the
Bayesian estimate of G˜n from the DP prior (14)
P (θn+1 ∈ · | θ1:n, x1:n) = E(P (θn+1 ∈ · | G˜n) | θ1:n, x1:n) = E(G˜n | x1:n) = Gn.
As we will show, the sequence Gn converges a.s. to a random distribution G. By properties of the
DP, this implies that the conditional law (14) of G˜n converges a.s. to a measure degenerate on
G. This fact expresses the idea that the disequilibrium tends to vanish. Intuitively, θn | G iid≈ G
for n large. We will indeed prove that the θn are asymptotically exchangeable.
In more standard setting, stationarity holds; the researcher would regard the Xi as exchange-
able, judging that the order of the observations does not matter. The lack of exchangeability
implied by assumptions (10) is thus a misspecification, only motivated by the need of fast com-
putations. Then a minimal requirement is that (Xn) is at least asymptotically exchangeable;
informally, the order does not matter if we look at Xn, Xn+1, . . ., for n large enough. Moreover,
one would want a mixture model of the form Xn | G i.i.d∼ fG, at least asymptotically. To prove
the latter property, we start by showing that such G exists, and is the a.s. limit of the sequence
of the predictive distributions Gn. Furthermore, as for exchangeable sequences, Gn is the ex-
pectation, given X1:n, of such limit distribution G. The proof of the theorem below, as well as
the proofs of all the following results, are collected in Section 6.
Theorem 3.1 Let the process ((Xn, θn)) have probability law P that satisfies assumptions (10).
Then
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(i) the sequence (Gn) converges to a random probability measure G, a.s.;
(ii) for every n ≥ 1 and measurable set A, P (θn+k ∈ A | X1:n) = E(G(A) | X1:n), for all
k ≥ 1.
An immediate consequence of the weak convergence of Gn to G is that
∫
h(θ)dGn(θ) →∫
h(θ)dG(θ) a.s. for any continuous and bounded function h on Θ. We prove that the conver-
gence can be extended to functions h that are integrable with respect to G.
Proposition 3.1 Let ((Xn, θn)) ∼ P satisfy the assumptions (10), and let h(·) be a measurable
function on Θ, such that
∫ |h(θ)|dG(θ) <∞ a.s. Then, for n→∞,∫
h(θ)dGn(θ)→
∫
h(θ)dG(θ), P -a.s.
The condition
∫ |h(θ)|dG(θ) <∞ a.s. holds, in particular, if h is measurable and ∫ |h(θ)|dG0(θ) <
∞.
The following theorem proves that Newton’s learning rule (10) implies that the sequence
(Xn) is c.i.d., thus asymptotically exchangeable, and that its directing random measure has a
mixture density of the form fG. In this sense, Newton’s model is a quasi-Bayes mixture model.
Theorem 3.2 Let ((Xn, θn)) ∼ P satisfy the assumptions (10). Then
(i) The sequence (Xn) is c.i.d.;
(ii) The sequence of predictive densities fGn converges in L1 to fG ≡
∫
f(x | θ)dG(θ), P -a.s.,
where G is the a.s. weak limit of (Gn);
(iii) (Xn) is asymptotically exchangeable, and its directing random measure has density fG with
respect to µ.
Informally, the above results say that Xn | G iid≈ fG, for n large. Notice that G plays the
role of the (infinite-dimensional) parameter of the directing random measure FG of (Xn), and as
such, it is a function of (Xn). If the mixture is identifiable, FG uniquely determines G. Moreover,
by properties of c.i.d. sequences, FG is also the a.s. weak limit of the sequence of empirical
distributions
∑n
i=1 δXi/n. Therefore, it is measurable with respect to the tail sigma-field of
(Xn).
Intuitively, asymptotic exchangeability of the sequence (Xn) implies that (θn) is also asymp-
totically exchangeable. The following theorem provides a formal proof. In fact, if we assume
the additional condition that θn+1 is independent on θ1:n, given X1:n, then (θn) is easily proved
to be c.i.d., thus asymptotically exchangeable. Again, the theorem below does not use this
assumption.
Theorem 3.3 If the mixture FG =
∫
f(y | θ)dG(θ) is identifiable, then Newton’s learning
scheme (10) implies that the sequence (θn) is asymptotically exchangeable, with directing random
measure G corresponding to the a.s. limit of the sequence Gn.
3.1 On the prior distribution of G
In its original derivation, Newton’s algorithm, although moving from DP mixtures, is proposed
as a recursive estimate of the mixing density, implicitly assuming that the unknown mixing
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distribution G is absolutely continuous, with density g. Regarding Newton’s algorithm as a
probabilistic learning rule, we have shown that it implies a quasi-Bayes mixture model, where,
asymptotically, the Xi are a random sample from a mixture fG. Yet, compared with DP
mixtures, Newton’s model changes the prior on G, which is no longer (in general) a DP. Giving
explicit results on the law of the limit G is difficult. In the literature on c.i.d. processes, there are
very few results, for very simple cases. Even for exchangeable Bayesian nonparametric methods,
giving explicit results on the prior implied by predictive constructions often is a non trivial
problem. Although we cannot explicit the prior distribution on G implied by Newton’s model
(10), we can prove that, under fairly mild sufficient conditions, G is absolutely continuous, a.s.
Moreover, although the prior is only implicitly defined, in the next section we give an asymptotic
Gaussian approximation of the (finite-dimensional) posterior distribution that results from such
prior.
As noticed, if G0 is absolutely continuous with respect to a sigma-finite measure λ on Θ,
G0  λ, then Gn  λ, and its density gn satisfies Newton’s recursive rule (4). It is immediate
to verify that, for any fixed θ, the sequence (gn(θ)) is a martingale. Since gn(θ) is non-negative,
there exists a function g∗(θ) such that, for every θ, gn(θ) converges to g∗(θ) a.s. However, this
fact is not sufficient to conclude that G  λ. The latter property requires that gn converges
in L1, or, equivalently, Gn converges to G in total variation. This fact is made precise in the
following Lemma 3.1. Then, Lemma 3.2 gives sufficient conditions for Gn → G in total variation,
and G λ, a.s. The two lemmas are extensions of Theorems 1 and 4 in Berti et al. [2013], the
main difference being that we do not assume that the involved sequence of random variables
is c.i.d. To be F-c.i.d., a sequence has to be adapted to the filtration F , and this condition is
not satisfied, in general, by the sequence (θn) in Newton’s model. Still, one can fairly easily
extend the proofs of Theorems 1 and 4 in Berti et al. [2013], by directly requiring the martingale
property of the sequence of random measures Qn, which is otherwise implied by the F-c.i.d.
property, to obtain the two lemmas below, whose proofs are therefore omitted. The proofs of
the following Theorem 3.4 is instead provided in Section 6.
Lemma 3.1 Let λ be a sigma-finite measure on a Polish space S. For any n, let Qn be a
random measure on S such that the sequence (Qn) is a measure-valued martingale with respect
to a filtration (Fn), and let Q be its limit. Then Q  λ a.s. if and only if, a.s., Qn  λ for
every n and Qn converges to Q in total variation.
Lemma 3.2 Let λ,Qn and Q be as in Lemma 3.1. Assume that Qn  λ a.s. for every n, with
density qn. Then Q  λ a.s. if and only if for every compact K such that λ(K) < ∞, qn is,
a.s., a function on S uniformly integrable with respect to λK , where λK(·) = λ(· ∩ K) is the
restriction of λ on K.
In particular, Q λ a.s. if, for every K compact, there exists p > 1 such that, a.s.,
sup
n
∫
K
qn(x)
pdλ(x) <∞. (15)
A sufficient condition for (15) is
sup
n
E(
∫
K
qn(x)
pdλ(x)) <∞.
We can now provide sufficient conditions for the a.s. absolutely continuity of the limit mixing
distribution G in Newton’s model.
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Theorem 3.4 Let G be the a.s. limit of the sequence of predictive rules Gn defined by (3). If
the following conditions hold∑
n
α2n <∞ ;
∫
K
g0(θ)
2dλ(θ) <∞, for every K compact; (16)
and
sup
θ1,θ2∈K
∫
f(x | θ1)2
f(x | θ2) dµ(x) <∞, for every K compact such that λ(K) <∞, (17)
then G λ, a.s. Moreover, a.s, gn converges in L1 to g ≡ dG/dλ.
Assumptions (16) are quite natural. They hold, for example, if αn = 1/(α + n) and g0
is continuous or bounded. Assumption (17) is more delicate. It holds, for example, if f is a
Poisson density or a Gaussian density with fixed variance or a Gamma density with fixed shape
parameter. A similar assumption is considered in Tokdar et al. [2009].
In the next subsection, we give a simple comparison between the DP and the law of G arising
from Newton’s recursions, through a simulation study.
3.2 Empirical study
DP mixtures are widely used for clustering, based on the random partition of the θi induced
by the DP. For model (10), the asymptotic mixing distribution G is absolutely continuous
under fairly mild conditions; thus, one rather has multiple shrinkage effects in the estimation
of θ1:n, governed by the modes of the mixing density g. Nevertheless, one may expect that,
if xi provides strong information on θi, then Newton’s predictive rule Gn implies a negligible
loss of information with respect to the predictive rule G
(Bayes)
n corresponding to a DP mixture
(compare (8) and (11), with γk ≡ 1). Consequently, in this case, the law of G should be close
to the DP.
This behavior is illustrated in Figure 1. We consider a location mixture of Gaussian distri-
butions N(θi, σ
2), with σ2 known. In this case, the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied,
and G is absolutely continuous, a.s. The prior guess G0 is N(1, 3). The weights in Newton’s
recursions are αn = 1/(α + n), with α = 5. Were G ∼ DP(α,G0), then, for any set A, the law
of G(A) would be a Beta distribution, with parameters (αG0(A), α(1 −G0(A)). The panels in
the first column of Figure 1 compare such Beta density (gray dotted line), for A = (−∞, 0],
with a Monte Carlo approximation of the law of G(0) arising from the c.i.d. model. The Monte
Carlo sample is obtained by generating samples x
(m)
1:N , m = 1, . . . , 200 from the c.i.d. model
(10), with N = 1000. For each sample, we compute GN (0), that we take as a fairly reasonable
proxy of the realization of the random G(0). The first raw in Figure 1 corresponds to σ2 = 0.01.
In the second raw, σ2 = 1. Clearly, the results do not contradict the conjecture that, if σ2 is
(very) small, the law of G is close to the DP. The shrinkage effect that replaces the DP random
partition of θ1:N is illustrated in the right panels of Figure 1, which show the density estimate
gn in the two cases. Clearly, for σ
2 = 0.01, gn closely describes a random partition of the θn.
4 Asymptotic posterior laws
By part (ii) of Theorem 3.1, Newton’s rule Gn can be regarded as a point estimate, with respect
to quadratic loss, of the limit mixing distribution G, in a quasi-Bayes mixture model. Yet, a
Bayesian mixture model would offer more than a point estimate; it would give a description
of the uncertainty through the posterior distribution of G | x1:n. The probabilistic framework
12
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Figure 1: Simulated data from model (10), with a location mixture of Gaussian distributions
with σ2 = .01 (first raw) and σ2 = 1 (second raw). G0 is N(1, 3); α = 5. Right panels: Monte
Carlo approximation of the law of G(0). The dotted line is the Beta law of G(0), under the
assumption that G ∼ DP(αG0). Left panels: Estimated mixing density gn, n = 1000. The gray
line is the prior guess g0.
we have provided for Newton’s learning rule allows to go beyond point estimation, studying the
conditional distribution of G, given x1:n. We first obtain an asymptotic Gaussian approximation
of the conditional distribution of G(A), given x1:n, for any measurable set A. We then extend
the results to the joint conditional distribution of a random vector [G(A1), . . . , G(Ak)]
′, for any
measurable A1, . . . Ak.
4.1 Asymptotic posterior distribution and credible intervals.
Let us recall that P is a probability law for (Xn), consistent with the assumptions (10). Here
we give an asymptotic Gaussian approximation of the conditional law P (G(A) ∈ · | x1:n),
for a measurable set A. The almost sure conditional convergence involved is a strong form of
convergence (Crimaldi [2009]), that implies stable convergence (Renyi [1963], Aldous [1985],
Ha¨usler and Luschgy [2015]) and convergence in distribution of the unconditional law.
Notice that, although having a similar flavor, these results differ from Bernstein-von-Mises
types of theorems, which are stated a.s. with respect to the law P∞Gtrue . The law P describes
an evolutionary process and the results inform about the rate of convergence of Gn(A)(x1:n) to
the limit distribution G(A)(x1, x2, . . . ), for any ω = (x1, x2, . . .) in a set of P -probability one.
Berstein-von-Mises results are beyond the aims of this paper, but we will give some hints in the
simulation study in Section 5.
Let us denote by N(µ, σ2) the Gaussian law with mean µ and variance σ2, and by Φ(t | µ, σ2)
its d.f. evaluated at t. A N(0, 0) law is interpreted as the law degenerate at zero. The p-
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dimensional Gaussian law will be denoted by Np, with d.f. Φp. Without loss of generality, we
can assume that fG0(x) 6= 0 for every x ∈ X. This implies
fGn(x) 6= 0 for every x ∈ X and n ≥ 0. (18)
Our first result finds a sequence (rn) such that the conditional distribution of
√
rn(G(A) −
Gn(A)), given X1:n, is asymptotically a zero-mean Gaussian law, with variance
VA =
∫
{x:fG(x)6=0}
PG(A | x)2dFG(x)−G(A)2. (19)
We remind the notation PH(A | x) =
∫
A
f(x | θ)dH(θ)/ ∫
Θ
f(x | θ)dH(θ), for any d.f. H on Θ.
Before stating the theorem, we give the following Lemma. Let us define, for any A ∈ B(Θ)
and n ≥ 1,
VA,n =
∫
X
PGn(A | x)2dFGn(x)−Gn(A)2. (20)
Notice that VA,n can be written as VA,n = E((PGn(A | Xn+1)−Gn(A))2 | X1:n), expressing the
prior-to-posterior variability, given X1:n, when Gn plays the role of the prior and PGn(· | xn+1)
of the posterior.
Lemma 4.1 For any A ∈ B(Θ), VA,n converges to VA a.s. as n→∞.
We can then give the main results of this section.
Theorem 4.1 Let (αn) satisfy
∑
n αn = ∞ and
∑
n α
2
n < ∞ and let (rn) be a monotone
sequence of positive numbers such that rn ∼ (
∑
k>n α
2
k)
−1 as n→∞. If
√
rn sup
k≥n
αk → 0 (21)
and ∑
k≥1
r2kα
4
k+1 <∞, (22)
then, for every A ∈ B(Θ),
P (
√
rn(G(A)−Gn(A)) ≤ t | X1:n)→ Φ(t | 0, VA), (23)
with VA as in (19). If αn = (α + n)
−β with 1/2 < β ≤ 1 and α > 0, then (23) holds with
rn = (2β − 1)n2β−1.
Remark 4.1 Assumptions (21) and (22) hold for most choices of (αn) satisfying
∑
n αn =∞
and
∑
n α
2
n <∞. In particular, if (αn) is definitively decreasing, then (21) is a consequence of
(22). A sufficient condition for (22) is
αn = (nbn)
−1
for a sequence bn which is definitively non increasing. Indeed, in this case
lim sup
n→∞
rn−1αn = lim sup
n→∞
(nbn)
−1∑
k≥n(kbk)−2
≤ lim sup
n→∞
(nbn)
−1
b−2n
∑
k≥n k−2
≤ lim sup
n→∞
bn <∞.
In turn, this implies that r2nα
4
n+1 < (supk bk)
2α2n+1, for n large enough, and therefore (22).
Remark 4.2 If VA(ω) = 0, then Theorem 4.1 gives convergence to a degenerate distribution
on zero. From the definition of VA, it is immediate to see that VA(ω) = 0 if and only if
PG(A | X)(ω) = G(A)(ω), which happens if and only if G(A)(ω) is zero or one.
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In Theorem 4.1, the limit variance VA is unknown, depending on G. By Lemma 4.1, a
convergent estimator is provided by VA,n. Replacing the random VA with its consistent estimate,
to get an asymptotic distribution that allows to compute asymptotic credible intervals for G(A)
(as done through Crame´r-Slutzky Theorem in standard i.i.d. settings) is here delicate, given the
kind of convergence we are studying. Yet, we can prove the following
Theorem 4.2 Let A ∈ B(Θ). Then, with (rn) defined as in Theorem 4.1 and under the same
assumptions, for almost all ω = (x1, x2, . . . ) such that VA(ω) > 0,
P (
√
rn
G(A)−Gn(A)√
VA,n
≤ t | x1:n)→ Φ(t | 0, 1). (24)
If αn = (α+ n)
−β with 1/2 < β ≤ 1 and α > 0, then (24) holds with rn = (2β − 1)n2β−1.
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 allow to obtain asymptotic credible intervals. For a fixed set A,
Theorem 4.2 gives that, for almost all ω = (x1, x2, . . .) such that VA(ω) > 0,
P (Gn(A)− z1−γ/2
√
VA,n/rn < G(A) < Gn(A) + z1−γ/2
√
VA,n/rn | x1:n) ≈ 1− γ,
where z1−γ/2 is the (1−γ/2)-quantile of the standard Gaussian distribution. If VA(ω) = 0, then
Theorem 4.1 implies that the limit distribution is degenerate on zero, therefore, for any  > 0
P (Gn(A)− z1−γ/2
√
/rn < G(A) < Gn(A) + z1−γ/2
√
/rn | x1:n) ≥ 1− γ,
asymptotically. It follows that, for every  > 0,Gn(A)− z1−γ/2
√
max(VA,n, )
rn
;Gn(A) + z1−γ/2
√
max(VA,n, )
rn

is an asymptotic credible interval for G(A), of level at least 1− γ.
4.2 Asymptotic joint posterior distribution and credible regions.
We now study the joint behavior of [Gn(A1)−G(A1), . . . , Gn(Ak)−G(Ak)]′, for any fixed choice
of A1, . . . , Ak ∈ B(Θ). As in the previous section, we assume that fG0(x) 6= 0 for every x ∈ X,
which implies (18). For every n ≥ 1, and Ai, Ai′ , let
CAi,Ai′ ,n = Cov (P (θn+1 ∈ Ai | X1:n+1), P (θn+1 ∈ Ai′ | X1:n+1) | X1:n)
=
∫
X PGn(Ai | x)PGn(Ai′ | x)dFGn(x)−Gn(Ai)Gn(Ai′).
Furthermore, let
CAi,Ai′ =
∫
{x:fG(x)6=0}
PG(Ai | x)PG(Ai′ | x)dFG(x)−G(Ai)G(Ai′).
Following the same line of reasoning as in Lemma 4.1, it can be proved that, as n→∞,
CAi,Ai′ ,n → CAi,Ai′ a.s.
Thus, the conditional covariance matrix
Cn(A1, . . . , Ak) :=
[
CAi,Ai′ ,n
]
i,i′ .
converges a.s. to
C(A1, . . . , Ak) :=
[
CAi,Ai′
]
i,i′ . (25)
Then we can prove
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Theorem 4.3 In model (10), let (αn) satisfy
∑
n αn = ∞ and
∑
n α
2
n < ∞. Let (rn) be a
monotone sequence of positive numbers such that rn ∼ (
∑
j>n α
2
j )
−1 as n → ∞. If (21) and
(22) hold, then, for every k ≥ 1 and every A1, . . . , Ak ∈ B(Θ),
P (
√
rn

G(A1)−Gn(A1)
...
G(Ak)−Gn(Ak)
 ∈ · | X1:n)→ Φk(· | 0, C(A1, . . . , Ak)), for n→∞, (26)
with C(A1, . . . , Ak) as in (25). If αn = (α+ n)
−β with 1/2 < β ≤ 1 and α > 0, then (26) holds
with rn = (2β − 1)n2β−1.
The following result is the analogous of Theorem 4.2 for the joint posterior distribution.
Theorem 4.4 Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.3, for every k ≥ 1 and every
A1, . . . , Ak ∈ B(Θ),
P
√rn Cn(A1, . . . , Ak)−1/2
G(A1)−Gn(A1). . .
G(Ak)−Gn(Ak)
 ∈ · | x1:n
→ Φk(· | 0, I) for n→∞,
for almost all ω = (x1, x2, . . .) such that det(C(A1, . . . , Ak)(ω)) 6= 0.
Based on Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, we can give an asymptotic credible region for [G(A1), . . . , G(Ak)]
′.
Proposition 4.1 Let Gn(A) = [Gn(A1), . . . , Gn(Ak)] and let χ
2
1−γ denote the (1− γ)-quantile
of the chi-square distribution with k degrees of freedom. Then, for every  > 0, the set
E()n =
{
s ∈ Rk : (s−Gn(A))T (Cn(A1, . . . , Ak) + I)−1(s−Gn(A)) ≤
χ21−γ
rn
}
satisfies
lim inf
n
P ([G(A1), . . . , G(Ak)]
′ ∈ E()n | X1:n) ≥ 1− γ a.s.
5 Simulation study: tuning the weights αn
The lack of exchangeability of Newton et al.’s rule implies that the mixing density estimate
depends on the ordering of the observations. Indeed, the authors propose to use an average of
the estimates obtained over random permutations of the original sample; see also Tokdar et al.
[2009]. Our study of the probabilistic model underlying Newton’s learning rule allows us to give
new hints about how one can attenuate the effect of the ordering on the estimates.
Figure 2 shows the recursive estimate gn of the mixing density, given by (4), for different
permutations of the observations. In the first column, the data is a random sample x1:1000,
simulated from a location mixture of Gaussian distributions, with σ2 = 1. The true mixing
distribution used in the simulation is 0.3N(−1, 2)+0.7N(3, 1.5) (plotted in dark gray), describing
two groups in the θi. The initial distribution G0 is N(1, 9), fairly diffuse (gray, dashed). In the
second and third column, the data are two different permutations of x1:1000.
The black lines in the plots are the estimates gn, for n = 1000. The dashed light-gray to
gray lines are the density estimates gn for n = 1;n = 300 and n = 500, respectively. In the
first row, the weights are αn = 1/(α+ n), with α = 1. The density estimates change sensitively
for different permutations of the sample. We expect that a larger value of α may attenuate
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Figure 2: Newton’s recursive estimate of the mixing density (black). The data in the first column
is a simulated random sample of size 1000 from a location mixture of Gaussian distributions,
with σ2 = 1, and mixing distribution 0.3N(−1, 2) + 0.7N(3, 1.5) (plotted in dark gray). In the
second and third columns, the data are two permutations of the sample in column one. The
initial distribution G0 is N(1, 9) (gray, dashed). The dashed lightgray to gray lines are the
density estimates gn with n = 1;n = 300 and n = 500, respectively. In the first and second
rows, the weights are αn = 1/(α + n), with α = 1 and α = 100, respectively. In the third row,
the weights are as in (27).
the sensitivity of the estimates to permutations, for the following reason. We have shown that
Newton’s rule underlines an evolutionary, c.i.d. model, where the order (time, say) matters.
Intuitively, the effect of the ordering is attenuated, if such evolution is milder. The example
in Section 3 helps the intuition. The θn are not exchangeable, thus, there is no random latent
distribution G such that θn | G i.i.d∼ G. In the example, we envisage a sequence (G˜n) of random
distributions, that evolve over time from the initial distribution G0. Such dynamics from G0 is
stronger, the larger is αn; thus, when αn = 1/(α+n), the smaller is α. This is evident by looking
at (14): the variance of a DP increases, the smaller is the scale parameter. Thus, a large value
of α not only expresses that G˜1 ∼ DP (αG0) is concentrated around the (absolutely continuous)
initial distribution G0 (which is reasonable, as, in fact, Newton’s algorithm is thought for an
absolutely continuous mixing distribution); but also, and we believe interestingly, it expresses a
moderate evolution of G˜n; thus, a situation closer to exchangeability. The second row of Figure
2 shows the density estimates gn with αn = 1/(α + n) and α = 100. The data are the same as
in the first row. The effect of the ordering of the observations is clearly attenuated.
However, these plots suggest that one is learning too slowly from the data. The weights
αn = 1/(α + n) decrease to zero too quickly. In fact, while, on one hand, one may want small
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Figure 3: Recursive estimate of the mixing distribution: marginal asymptotic 0.95 credible
intervals for G(tj), for tj as evidenced in the plot. The black line is the true mixing distribution.
The data and the weights αn are as in panels [2, 1] and [3.1] of Figure 2.
weights αn for n small, to mitigate the evolution and the consequent sensitivity to permutations,
on the other hand, the situation changes after a sufficiently large n. For n large, the underlying
random G˜n will be fairly close to its limit G, and one gets to a situation close to an exchangeable
mixture model, with θi | G iid≈ G. Then, in order to learn from the data about G, the weights
αn should not be too small; that is, they should not converge to zero too quickly. The last row
of Figure 2 shows the mixing density estimate gn obtained with weights
αn =
{
1/(α+ n) for n ≤ 500
1/(α+ n)3/4 for n > 500
(27)
with α = 100. This simple choice is yet very clear in demonstrating the above intuition. The
effect of the ordering is attenuated, and the slower decrease to zero of the weights αn improves
learning. Roughly speaking, one uses the first part of the sample to induce some randomness
around G0; in other words, to learn about the prior distribution of G, in a sort of empirical Bayes
fashion; then, after a sufficiently large n, the learning process proceeds as in an exchangeable
mixture model, with the learned prior law.
We finally consider inference on the mixing distribution function. A slower decay to zero of
the αn gives higher variability of Gn, which is reflected in higher conditional asymptotic variance
of its limit G. We illustrate such effect in Figure 3. The plots show the 95% asymptotic credible
intervals for the random mixing distribution function G, given x1:1000, for data and weights
as in panels [2, 1] and [3, 1] of Figure 2. More precisely, we computed the marginal asymptotic
credible intervals for G(tj), for the tj as evidenced in the plots. The black line is the true mixing
distribution used in the simulation. For αn = 1/(α+ n), with α = 100 (left panel), the interval
is quite narrow. This is explained by the low variability of Gn, due to the fast decaying weights.
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With weights αn as in (27), from Theorem 4.2 we obtain
G(tj) | x1:n ≈ N(Gn(tj), VA,n
2
√
n
).
The larger credible intervals in the right panel of Figure 3 reflect the higher asymptotic condi-
tional variance obtained in this case.
6 Proofs
This section provides the proofs of the previous results.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.
(i) For every A ∈ B(Θ) and every n ≥ 0,
E(Gn+1(A) | X1:n) = (1− αn+1)Gn(A) + αn+1E(P (θn+1 ∈ A | X1:n+1) | X1:n) = Gn(A) (28)
Hence, the sequence (Gn) is a measure valued martingale with respect to the natural filtration
of (Xn). By Lemma 7.14 in Aldous [1985], there exists a random probability measure G such
that Gn converges a.s. to G, in the topology of weak convergence.
(ii) Since, for every A, (Gn(A)) is uniformly bounded, it is a closed martingale. Thus, for
every n ≥ 0 and k ≥ 1,
P (θn+k ∈ A | X1:n) = E(P (θn+k ∈ A | X1:n+k−1) | X1:n) = E(Gn+k−1(A) | X1:n) = E(G(A) | X1:n).

Proof of Proposition 3.1.
Let us denote by Fn the sigma field generated by X1:n, and let F∞ = ∨nFn and Z be a
random variable such that Z | F∞ ∼ G. We have
E
(∫
Θ
h(z)dG(z) |Fn
)
= E (E(h(Z) | F∞) | Fn) = E(h(Z) | Fn)
=
∫
Θ
h(z)P (Z ∈ dz | Fn),
where the last equality follows from the fundamental property of regular conditional distributions
(see e.g. Aldous [1985], eq.(2.4)). Noticing that P (Z ∈ · | Fn) = E(P (Z ∈ · | F∞) | Fn) =
E(G(·) | Fn), we obtain ∫
Θ
h(θ)dGn(θ) = E
(∫
Θ
h(θ)dG(θ) | Fn
)
. (29)
Since
E
(∫
Θ
h(θ)dG(θ) | Fn
)
→ E
(∫
Θ
h(θ)dG(θ) | F∞
)
a.s.
and since G is F-measurable, then ∫
Θ
h(θ)dGn(θ)→
∫
Θ
h(θ)dG(θ) a.s.
To prove the last assertion, notice that, from (29),
∫
Θ
|h(θ)|dG0(θ) = E(
∫
Θ
|h(θ)|dG(θ)).
Thus, if
∫
Θ
|h(θ)|dG0(θ) <∞, then the non-negative quantity
∫
Θ
|h(θ)|dG(θ) is a.s. finite.

Proof of Theorem 3.2
(i) To prove that (Xn) is c.i.d., it is enough to show that P (Xn+2 ∈ B | X1:n) = P (Xn+1 ∈
B | X1:n), for any n ≥ 0 and any B. This is an immediate consequence of the conditional
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independence of the Xi, given (θn), and of Theorem 3.1. Indeed, denoting by F (· | θ) the
distribution corresponding to the density f(· | θ), we have
P (Xn+2 ∈ B | X1:n) = E(P (Xn+2 ∈ B | θn+2, X1:n) | X1:n) =
∫
Θ
F (B | θ)P (θn+2 ∈ dθ | X1:n)
=
∫
Θ
F (B | θ)P (θn+1 ∈ dθ | X1:n) = P (Xn+1 ∈ B | X1:n),
where the third equality follows from (28).
(ii) Let (tj , j ∈ J) be a countable dense set of points in X. By Proposition 3.1, FGn(tj) →
FG(tj), for every ω ∈ Ωj with P (Ωj) = 1. Now, let Ω∗ = ∩jΩj . Being J countable, P (Ω∗) = 1,
and for any ω ∈ Ω∗, FGn(tj) → FG(tj) for all tj . For distribution functions, convergence on a
countable dense set implies weak convergence. Therefore, we have that, P -a.s., FGn converges
to FG in the topology of weak convergence. Now, notice that FG is a.s. absolutely continuous,
with density fG. By Theorem 1 in Berti et al. [2013], a.s. weak convergence of the predictive
measures to an absolutely continuous random measure implies that the convergence also holds
in total variation. Therefore, P -a.s., FGn converges to FG in total variation, which is equivalent
to fGn
L1→fG.
(iii) Convergence of the predictive distributions to the random probability measure FG implies
that (Xn) is asymptotically exchangeable, with directing measure FG (Aldous [1985], Lemma
8.2).

Proof of Theorem 3.3
Let H be a a countable, convergence determining class of bounded continuous functions,
and k a positive integer. By Theorem 3.2, (Xn) is asymptotically exchangeable with directing
random measure FG; therefore, for almost all ω = (x1, x2, . . . )
E(
k∏
i=1
hi(Xn+i) | x1:n)→
k∏
i=1
(∫
Θ
∫
X
hi(zi)f(zi | si)dµ(zi)dG(si)(ω)
)
, (30)
for every hi ∈ H. Let ω = (x1, x2, . . . ) be fixed in such a way that the above equations hold.
Then, for every j = 1, . . . , k, the sequence of probability measures (P (θn+j ∈ · | x1:n)) is tight.
It follows that the sequence of joint conditional distributions (P (θn+1:n+k ∈ · | x1:n)) is tight.
Thus, for every increasing sequence of integers, there exists a subsequence (nj) and a probability
measure Q(ω) such that P ((θnj+1, . . . , θnj+k) ∈ · | x1:nj ) → Q(ω). The proof is complete if we
can show that
Q(A1 × · · · ×Ak)(ω) =
k∏
i=1
G(Ai)(ω), for every A1, . . . Ak, (31)
because (31) implies that the conditional law of (θnj+1, . . . , θnj+k) converges weakly to the
product measure Gk. The sequence of random variables
(∏k
i=1
∫
X hi(zi)f(zi | θn+i)dµ(zi)
)
is
uniformly bounded and, therefore, it is uniformly integrable. Hence,∫
Θk
k∏
i=1
∫
X
hi(zi)f(zi | si)dµ(zi)P ((θnj+1, . . . θnj+k) ∈ (ds1, . . . , dsk) | x1:nj )
→
∫
Θk
k∏
i=1
∫
X
hi(zi)f(zi | si)dµ(zi)dQ(s1, . . . , sk)(ω),
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for every h1, . . . , hk ∈ H. On the other hand, by (30),∫
Θk
k∏
i=1
∫
X
hi(zi)f(zi | si)dµ(zi)P ((θnj+1, . . . θnj+k) ∈ (ds1, . . . , dsk) | x1:nj )
→
∫
Θk
k∏
i=1
∫
X
hi(zi)f(zi | si)dµ(zi)dG(s1)(ω) . . . dG(sk)(ω).
Hence, for every h1, . . . , hk ∈ H,∫
Θk
k∏
i=1
∫
X
hi(zi)f(zi | si)dµ(zi)dQ(s1, . . . , sk)(ω)
=
∫
Θk
k∏
i=1
∫
X
hi(zi)f(zi | si)dµ(zi)dG(s1)(ω) . . . dG(sk)(ω).
(32)
Since the model is identifiable, the class{∫
h(z)f(z | θ)dµ(z) : h ∈ H
}
is separating for P(Θ). It follows that the class{
k∏
i=1
∫
hi(z)f(z | θ)dµ(z) : hi ∈ H, i = 1, . . . , k
}
is separating for P(Θk) (Ethier and Kurtz [1986], Proposition 3.4.6). Thus, (32) implies (31).

Proof of Theorem 3.4. The thesis follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, if we can show that
sup
n
E
(∫
K
gn(θ)
2dλ(θ)
)
<∞ for every K compact, satisfying λ(K) <∞. (33)
Let K be a fixed compact set, with λ(K) <∞. It holds
E
(∫
K
gn(θ)
2dλ(θ)
)
=
∫
K
E(gn(θ)
2)dλ(θ) =
∫
K
E(E(gn(θ)
2 | X1:n−1))dλ(θ).
By the martingale property of the sequence (gn), and Jensen inequality, we obtain
E
(
gn(θ)
2 | X1:n−1
)
= gn−1(θ)2E
([
1 + αn
(
f(Xn | θ)∫
Θ
f(Xn | θ′)gn−1(θ′)dλ(θ′) − 1
)]2
| X1:n−1
)
≤ gn−1(θ)2
[
1 + α2n
(
1 +
∫
X
f(x | θ)2∫
K
f(x | θ′)gn−1(θ′)dλ(θ′)dµ(x)
)]
≤ gn−1(θ)2
[
1 + α2n
(
1 +
∫
X
∫
K
f(x | θ)2
f(x | θ′) gn−1(θ
′)dλ(θ′)dµ(x)
)]
≤ gn−1(θ)2
[
1 + α2n
(
1 + sup
θ1,θ2∈K
∫
X
f(x | θ1)2
f(x | θ2) dµ(x)
)]
.
Therefore
E
(∫
K
gn(θ)
2dλ(θ)
)
≤ E
(∫
K
gn−1(θ, )2dλ(θ)
)[
1 + α2n
(
1 + sup
θ1,θ2∈K
∫
X
f(x | θ1)2
f(x | θ2) dµ(x)
)]
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Iterating, we obtain
E
(∫
K
gn(θ)
2dλ(θ)
)
≤
∫
K
g0(θ)
2dλ(θ)
n∏
i=1
(
1 + α2iMK
)
with MK =
(
1 + supθ1,θ2∈K
∫
X
f(x|θ1)2
f(x|θ2) dµ(x)
)
, which is finite by the assumption (17). By (16),
supnE(
∫
K
gn(θ)
2dλ(θ)) <∞.

Proof of Lemma 4.1.
Since Gn(A)→ G(A) a.s., it remains to show that∫
X
PGn(A | x)2dFGn(x)→
∫
{x:fG(x)6=0}
PG(A | x)2dFG(x) a.s.
By Theorem 3.2, FGn converges to FG in total variation, a.s.; therefore∫
{x:fG(x)=0}
PGn(A | x)2dFGn(x) ≤ FGn({x : fG(x) = 0})→ FG({x : fG(x) = 0}) = 0 a.s.
Then, denoting X0 = {x : fG(x) 6= 0}, we have∣∣∣∣∫
X0
PGn(A | x)2dFGn(x)−
∫
X0
PG(A | x)2dFG(x)
∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
X0
|fGn(x)− fG(x)|dµ(x) +
∣∣∣∣∫
X0
PGn(A | x)2(x)dFG(x)−
∫
X0
PG(A | x)2dFG(x)
∣∣∣∣
The first term converges to zero since fGn converges to fG in L1, by Theorem 3.2; the second
term converges to zero by dominated convergence theorem. Thus, the thesis follows.

Proof of Theorem 4.1.
For every n ≥ 1, let
Mn,j =
{ √
rn(Gn(A)−Gn+j−1(A)) j ≥ 1
0 j = 0
and let
Fn,j =
{
Fn+j−1 j ≥ 1
Fn j = 0,
where (Fn) is the natural filtration of (Xn). For every n ≥ 1, (Mn,j)j≥0 is a zero-mean martin-
gale, with respect to the filtration (Fn,j)j≥0 and Fn,1 = Fn ⊂ Fn+1 = Fn+1,1. Let
Zn,j := Mn,j −Mn,j−1 for j ≥ 1, Un :=
∑
j≥1
Z2n,j , Z
∗
n := sup
j≥1
|Zn,j |.
The thesis follows from Theorem A.1 in Crimaldi [2009] if we can show that (Z∗n) is dominated
in L1 and that (Un) converges a.s. to VA.
By definition, Zn,1 = 0 and, for j ≥ 2,
Zn,j =
√
rn (Gn+j−2(A)−Gn+j−1(A))
=
√
rnαn+j−1
(
Gn+j−2(A)−
∫
A
f(Xn+j−1 | θ)dGn+j−2(θ)∫
Θ
f(Xn+j−1 | θ)dGn+j−2(θ)
)
.
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Since
√
rn supk≥n αk → 0, then (Z∗n) is dominated in L1.
To prove that (Un) converges a.s. to VA, we employ Lemma A.1 in Crimaldi et al. [2016]. To
be consistent with the notation therein, let us set b1 = r1 and, for k ≥ 1,
bk+1 = rk and ak =
1
b2kα
2
k
.
Then, we can write
Un = bn+1
∑
j≥2
α2n+j−1
(∫
A
f(Xn+j−1 | θ)dGn+j−2(θ)∫
Θ
f(Xn+j−1 | θ)dGn+j−2(θ) −Gn+j−2(A)
)2
= bn+1
∑
k≥n+1
Yk
akb2k
,
where
Yk =
(∫
A
f(Xk | θ)dGk−1(θ)∫
Θ
f(Xk | θ)dGk−1(θ) −Gk−1(A)
)2
.
It can be proved, proceeding as in Lemma 4.1, that
E(Yk | Fk−1) = E
([∫
A
f(Xk | θ)dGk−1(θ)∫
Θ
f(Xk | θ)dGk−1(θ) −Gk−1(A)
]2
| Fk−1
)
→ VA a.s.
as k →∞. Moreover, ∑
k≥1
E(Y 2k )
a2kb
2
k
<∞,
as
∑
k≥1(akbk)
−2 =
∑
k≥1 α
4
kb
2
k <∞ and |Yk| ≤ 1. Since, by assumption, bn+1
∑
k≥n+1(akb
2
k)
−1 =
rn
∑
k>n α
2
k → 1, then, by Lemma A.1 in Crimaldi et al. [2016], Un → VA a.s. as n→∞.

Proof of Theorem 4.2.
We first prove that, for every A ∈ B(Θ), the conditional distribution of (√rn(Gn(A) −
G(A)), VA,n), given X1:n, converges to N(0, VA) × δVA a.s. on the set {ω : VA(ω) > 0}, ω =
(x1, x2, . . .). To show this, we use Lemma 4.1 and compute the joint characteristic function
E(exp(is1
√
rn(G(A)−Gn(A)) + is2VA,n) | X1:n) = E(exp(is1√rn(G(A)−Gn(A))) | X1:n) exp(is2VA,n)
→ exp(−s21VA/2) exp(is2VA)
Let now D be a countable convergence-determining class of bounded continuous functions for
the probability measures on R and let
Dn =
√
rn(G(A)−Gn(A)), Wn = 1√
VA,n
1(VA,n>0), W =
1√
VA
1(VA>0).
Then Wn(ω)→W (ω) for almost all ω such that VA(ω) > 0. By Theorem 4.1, for every h ∈ D,
E(h(Dn) | X1:n)1(VA>0) →
∫
h(x)φ(x | 0, 1/W 2)dx a.s.
where φ(x | µ, σ2) denotes the N(µ, σ2) density computed at x. Since Wn is a function of X1:n,
then for every h1, h2 ∈ D,
E(h1(Dn)h2(Wn) | X1:n)1(VA>0) = E(h1(Dn) | X1:n)h2(Wn)1(VA>0)
→
∫
h1(x)φ(x | 0, 1/W 2)dxh2(W )1(VA>0)
=
∫
h1(x1)h2(x2)d(N(0, 1/W
2)× δW )(x1, x2) 1(VA>0)
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Being the class {h1h2 : h1, h2 ∈ D} a convergence determining class for the probability measures
on R2, then, for every bounded continuous function h,
E
(
h
(√
rn
G(A)−Gn(A)√
VA,n
)
| X1:n
)
= E(h(DnWn) | X1:n)
→ ∫ h(xW )φ(x | 0, 1/W 2)dx = ∫ h(y)φ(y | 0, 1)dy.
a.s. on the set {ω : VA(ω) > 0}. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3
Let c1, . . . , ck be arbitrary real numbers. The sequence (
∑k
i=1 ciGn(Ai))n≥1, is a bounded
martingale, converging a.s. to
∑k
i=1 ciG(Ai). Following the same steps as in Theorem 4.1, with∑k
i=1 ciGn(Ai) in the place of Gn(A) and
∑k
i=1 ciG(Ai) in the place of G(A), we obtain
P (
√
rn(
k∑
i=1
ciG(Ai)−
k∑
i=1
ciGn(Ai)) ≤ t | x1:n)→ Φ(t; 0, U), for any t,
where U is the a.s. limit of
Un := rn
∑
j≥n+1
α2jYj
with
Yj =
[
k∑
i=1
ci (P (θj ∈ Ai | X1:j)− P (θj ∈ Ai | X1:j−1))
]2
.
Applying Lemma A.1 in Crimaldi et al. [2016], as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, and noticing that
E(Yj | X1:j−1) =
∑
i,i′
cici′
[∫
X
PGj−1(Ai | x)PGj−1(Ai′ | x)dFGj−1(x)−Gj−1(Ai)Gj−1(Ai′)
]
→
∑
i,i′
cici′
[∫
X
PG(Ai | x)PG(Ai′ | x)dFG(x)−G(Ai)G(Ai′)
]
=
j∑
i,i′=1
cici′CAi,Ai′ ,
we obtain U =
∑k
i,i′=1 cici′CAi,Ai′ . Thus, for every c1, . . . , ck,
P (
√
rn(
k∑
i=1
ciG(Ai)−
k∑
i=1
ciGn(Ai)) ≤ t | X1:n)→ Φ(t | 0,
k∑
i,i′=1
cici′CAi,Ai′ ), a.s.
for every t. The thesis follows from Crame´r-Wold theorem.

Proof of Theorem 4.4.
Let (Fn) denote the natural filtration of (Xn). Consider the Fn-measurable spectral decom-
position
Cn(A1, . . . , Ak)
rn
= QnΛnQ
T
n
where Qn in a k × k orthogonal matrix and Λn = diag(λ(n)1 , . . . , λ(n)k ). Let
Y (n) = QTn
 G(A1)−Gn(A1). . .
G(Ak)−Gn(Ak)

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and
Z
(n)
i =
Y
(n)
i√
λ
(n)
i
1
(λ
(n)
i 6=0)
+ Z˜i1(λ(n)i =0)
,
where Z˜
(n)
1 , . . . , Z˜
(n)
k are i.i.d. random variables, independent of Fn, and with N(0, 1) distribu-
tion. Then  G(A1)−Gn(A1). . .
G(Ak)−Gn(Ak)
 = QnΛ1/2n Z(n) = Cn(A1, . . . , Aj)1/2√rn Z(n)∗
where Z
(n)
∗ = QnZ(n) ≈ N(0, I), given Fn.

Proof of Proposition 4.1 .
With the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we can write
lim inf
n
P ((G(A1), . . . , G(Ak) ∈ E()n | Fn)
≥ lim inf
n
P
(
Z
(n)T
∗
Cn(A1, . . . , Ak)
1/2
√
rn
(
Cn(A1, . . . , Ak) + I
rn
)−1
Cn(A1, . . . , Ak)
1/2
√
rn
Z
(n)
∗ ≤ χ21−γ | Fn
)
≥ lim inf
n
P (Z
(n)T
∗ Z
(n)
∗ ≤ χ21−γ | Fn) = 1− γ.

7 Discussion
For its simplicity and good practical performance, Newton’s algorithm is widely used in problems
involving hidden variables. We have proposed a novel approach to study its properties, and make
users more aware of the modeling assumptions implicitly made. We believe that our approach
can be useful in other settings, too. Further explicit results on the probability law of the limit
mixing distribution G, although difficult, could lead to novel priors for Bayesian nonparametrics
on the space of absolutely continuous distributions. Modifications of the algorithm could be
envisaged (as suggested in the simulation study of Section 5, or by initializing the procedure
with exact computations from the DP mixture model) to control the prior distribution on G.
A limitation of Newton’s algorithm is that it requires to evaluate an integral at each step.
An interesting class of recursive algorithms, that allow to overcome this difficulty, has been
recently proposed by Hahn et al. [2018]. Multivariate extensions are in Cappello and Walker
[2018]. Directions of research are extensions of our study to this class of algorithms, as well
as developments for multivariate mixtures and dependent mixture models, possibly exploiting
theoretical results on partially c.i.d. sequences (Fortini et al. [2017]).
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